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1. Introduction

A simulation is a reproduction under controlled circumstances of a real-life situation. The term has recently become strongly associated with numeric evaluation of a computer model due to the increase in speed and availability of computing resources. This increase in speed has led to much interest in stochastic simulation, where processes with elements that are random are simulated. An attractive branch of stochastic simulation termed Monte Carlo simulation uses deterministic models driven by stochastic input sequences to approximate the distributions of output variables over time. To do this, a good deterministic model of the process is needed in addition to a good method of generating realistic input sequences. Correct input sequences are a prerequisite for reliable results from stochastic simulation. To generate them, the modeller must either generate input sequences by hand, develop a model based on intuition or understanding of the process, or use existing data. Generating input sequences by hand is a tedious and error-prone process and intuition is not a particularly verifiable source of information. This means that data-driven model development has been gaining favour steadily as data becomes more accessible.

This chapter covers three aspects of input signal generation: First, the basic theory of Markov processes and hidden Markov models is reviewed with a view on using them as generating processes for input models. Second, signal segmentation is introduced. This is the first step in identifying state transition probabilities for discrete Markov processes. In this part, novel work done on the identification of state transitions using multi-objective optimisation is introduced and ideas for future research are posed. Third, the problem of estimating state transition probabilities from the segmented signals is discussed, touching on the issues that modellers should be aware of.

Markov processes have featured strongly in stochastic sequence identification and generation for many years, but some of the related problems are still active research fields.

2. Markov Processes

2.1 Discrete-time Markov Processes

A stochastic process with state space $S$ has the Markov property if the current state completely determines the probability of the following state. A sequence $X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_t$ having this property is known as a Markov chain.
Stated mathematically, a Markov chain obeys the property
\[ \Pr(X_{t+1} = j | X_t = i) = \Pr(X_{m+1} = j | X_m = i) = p_{ij} \] (1)
in words, the probability that the next state will be equal to \( j \) given that the current state is \( i \) is only dependent on the current state.

When \( S \) is a countable set, the state transition probabilities can be written as a state transition matrix \( P \) as shown for a 3 state process in equation 2.

\[
P = \begin{bmatrix}
p_{11} & p_{12} & p_{13} \\
p_{21} & p_{22} & p_{23} \\
p_{31} & p_{32} & p_{33}
\end{bmatrix}
\] (2)

The probability of remaining within the state space must be unity, hence we may write
\[
\sum_{j \in S} p_{ij} = 1 \quad \forall \ i \in S.
\] (3)

Matrices with this property as well as the common-sense property that \( 0 \leq p_{ij} \leq 1 \) (as they are probabilities) are called stochastic matrices.

The orientation of \( P \) is not unique. The arrangement with the current state in the rows and next state in the columns is known as a right transition matrix. The transpose arrangement has also been used (see for instance Bhar & Hamori (2004)) and is then described as a left transition matrix. Modern engineering usage leans toward the description used in this work.

A common way of visualising a Markov process with countable state space is by showing a directed graph with the states in the nodes and the transition probabilities on the edges as shown in Figure 1. In these representations, it is customary to neglect edges with zero probabilities.

![Fig. 1. Markov process represented by a transition matrix and a graph](www.intechopen.com)

The state transition probabilities sufficiently describe the time dependence of the process, but the initial state can not be determined using the transition probabilities alone. The probability of the process starting out in a given state \( i \) is denoted \( \pi_i, i \in S \), and the vector of initial state probabilities is called \( \pi \). It can be seen that a discrete time Markov process is completely described by its state space \( S \), its state transition matrix \( P \) and its initial state probability vector \( \pi \). If \( S \) is countable and has \( N \) elements, \( N^2 + N \) probabilities have to be known to fully characterise the process. For convenience, the model is written \( \lambda = (P, \pi) \).
2.2 Hidden Markov Models

It is not always possible to observe the state (in the state space $S$) of a Markov process directly. It may, however, be possible to make observations from an observation space $O$ related to the state of the process. If the probability of making a particular observation is only related to the current state of the process, the process may be described by a hidden Markov model (HMM). What is “hidden” in this case are the true values of the Markov process states. Figure 2 shows the situation graphically. If the Markov process is in state 1, there are even odds that observation 2 or 3 will be made. In state 2, only observation 2 is made and state 3 is associated with observation 1 80% of the time and observation 2 20% of the time.

![Graphical representation of a finite hidden Markov model](image)

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of a finite hidden Markov model

The probabilities associated with a observation $k$ being made when the process is in state $i$ may be written $b_{ik}$ and can be arranged into an observation probability matrix $B$ in a similar fashion as was previously done for $P$. One difference is that, while $P$ was an $N \times N$ square matrix, $B$ will have $N$ rows associated with the $N$ states of the Markov process and $M$ columns associated with the observation space. An HMM as described here can therefore be characterised by the same $N^2 + N$ probabilities describing the Markov process in addition to $MN$ observation probabilities. The model description can be abbreviated to $\lambda = (P, B, \pi)$.

There are three main problems associated with HMMs (Gamerman & Lopes, 2006):

- What is the probability of generating a specific output sequence from a particular model?
- What is the most likely sequence of states that would lead to a particular output sequence?
- How do we identify the model that corresponds to a given output sequence?

2.3 Continuous-time Markov Processes

The description of discrete-time Markov processes assumed that the transition time was known or unimportant and one could imagine simulating the process by picking a state $i$ and moving to the next state with probability $p_{ij}$. One shortcoming of such a description is that there is no information about the amount of time a process remains in a particular state before moving to the next (or possibly same) state.
Continuous-time Markov processes encode the transition probabilities as transition rates $q_{ij}$ (forming a $Q$ matrix as $p_{ij}$ formed a $P$ matrix), such that

\[
\Pr(X(t + \Delta t) = j | X(t) = i) = \begin{cases} 
1 - q_{ii} \Delta t + o(\Delta t) & \text{for } i = j \\
q_{ij} \Delta t + o(\Delta t) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\] (4)

The idea is that, having changed to state $i$, the probability of changing to state $j$ increases at a linear rate.

3. Segmentation

Segmentation aims to approximate an input signal of length $N$ by $n < N$ events. Segmentation can be used as a compression measure, as a method of smoothing the data or to investigate underlying structure in the signal. Keogh et al. (1993) gives a good review of several segmentation algorithms applied to EKG time series. Segmentation is also used in a different sense in fields like speech recognition to mean identification of transitions in the data without explicit fitting of a curve or reduction of data. This usage will not be discussed here.

The most popular event type is straight line or piecewise-linear segmentation. However, more interesting functions like general polynomials (Arora & Khot, 2003) have been proposed.

3.1 Objectives

A good segmentation algorithm:

1. minimises the error of the segmented description (or at least satisfies some upper bound on the error),
2. uses the simplest description possible for the data (which may be in terms of the number or complexity of the identified segments) and
3. is efficient in computer time and space requirements.

If the algorithm is to be used on-line to segment signals as they are read, it is also beneficial if the algorithm can incorporate new data efficiently.

Some of these objectives are contradictory – a more complex description will almost always allow a lower segmentation error than a simpler one, for instance. Also, it is always possible to segment with zero error by simply dividing the segmented data at every single sample point, so direct minimisation of the fitting error is clearly insufficient on its own.

The next sections summarise commonly employed algorithms. The details are taken largely from Keogh et al. (1993), with some reinterpretation to fit within the structure of this document. Note that the algorithms have been significantly reworked.

3.2 Top-down methods

These methods can also be described as subdivision methods and feature a recursive subdivision of the signal that stops when an error measure has been reduced below a threshold. The algorithm described in Algorithm 1 lends itself to optimisation by dynamic programming, as the optimal subdivisions of smaller sequences can be stored as partial solutions to the larger problem. The Douglas-Peuker algorithm (Douglas & Peucker, 1973) is also an example of a top-down algorithm, although it does not search for optimal breaks recursively – it simply uses the node with the maximum perpendicular distance from the line as the break point.
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Algorithm 1 Top-down algorithm

function TOPDOWN(T, ε)
    if approximationerror(T) < ε then
        return approximate(T)
    else
        N ← length(T)
        b ← min$_i$ splitcost(T, i)  ▶ Find best split point
        return topdown(T[1...b]) + topdown(T[b+1...N])
    end if
end function

Algorithm 2 Bottom-up algorithm

function BOTTOMUP(T, ε)
    N ← length(N)
    for $i \in (1...N-1)$ do  ▶ Start with lines between all points
        segments.append(segment(T[i...i+1]))
    end for
    for $i \in 1...\text{length}(\text{segments})-1$ do  ▶ Find cost of merging each pair
        $c(i) \leftarrow \text{error(merge(segments}[i],\text{segments}[i+1]))$
    end for
    while min$_i$(c) < ε do  ▶ Find “cheapest” pair to merge
        $i \leftarrow \text{minindex}(c)$  ▶ Merge them
        segments[i] ← merge(segments[i], segments[i+1])
        delete(segments[i+1])  ▶ Update records
        $c(i) \leftarrow \text{error(merge(segments}[i],\text{segments}[i+1]);}$
        $c(i-1) \leftarrow \text{error(merge(segments}[i-1],\text{segments}[i]);}$
    end while
end function

Algorithm 2 shows a sample algorithm for a bottom-up method. If properly implemented, both bottom-up and top-down methods should give similar results.

3.3 Bottom-up methods

Bottom-up or composition methods start with segments between all data points and merge similar segments until there are no segment pairs to merge without violating an error measure.

Algorithm 2 shows a sample algorithm for a bottom-up method. If properly implemented, both bottom-up and top-down methods should give similar results.

3.4 Methods employing sliding windows

Sliding window or incremental methods process the signal to be segmented sequentially, in one pass. This means that they can be employed on-line, in contrast to the recursive methods discussed before, which require the entire data set to be loaded into memory before being started.

Algorithm 3 shows a possible sliding window algorithm.

3.5 Optimisation-based methods

Any one of the objectives mentioned in Section 3.1 can be rewritten as an objective function for an optimisation algorithm. This objective function could then be minimised by choosing


Algorithm 3 Sliding window algorithm

function SLIDINGWINDOW($T, \epsilon$)
    $a \leftarrow 1$
    segments $\leftarrow \emptyset$
    while $b < N$ do
        $b \leftarrow a + 1$
        while error($T[a \ldots b]$) $< \epsilon$ do
            $b \leftarrow b + 1$
        end while
        segments.append($T[a \ldots b - 1]$)
        $a \leftarrow b$
    end while
    return segments
end function

the number of parameters, the number of segments and the parameter values for each of the identified segments. Application of this reasoning can be seen in the direct fitting of line segments to data described in Cantoni (1971), which leads to a direct analytical solution via the pseudo-inverse, or in where numerical optimisation is employed to fit more complicated segmentation functions.

A common thread in the optimisation-based methods is that the number of line segments must be known in advance. This is required when using derivative-based optimisation, as the number of design variables fixes the dimensions of the derivative and the current position in the design space. This is a disadvantage when compared to the previous methods, which would automatically fit varying numbers of segments given different data set. Recall, however, that these methods would terminate when a certain error bound had been met, and that this bound had to be set in advance. When the error is reduced using optimisation, this bound is not required.

Another, more significant benefit of using optimisation rather than the direct methods, is that it enables a more general description of a segment to be used with very little additional effort beyond deciding on the parameters of the description. While it is clear how to approach subdivision for line segments, it is not as simple to adjust the algorithms for other functions (Waibel & Lee, 1990)

3.6 Multi-objective optimisation

The trade-off between accuracy and generality of a fit would traditionally be decided by the designer of an algorithm. Perhaps some noise reduction would be done before identifying events, or constraints on the fitting functions would be enforced to avoid over fitting (Arora & Khot, 2003; Punskaya et al., 2002). One could specify an acceptable error bound before segmentation or one could specify a number of segments.

Multi-objective optimisation provides a different approach. All the objective function values are evaluated and a solution is retained if it is better in any way than all of the solutions already encountered. Such solutions are called Pareto optimal or non-dominated solutions (Steuer, 1986). The result of such an optimisation algorithm is a list of Pareto optimal solutions, or more properly an approximation of the Pareto front. This list is most commonly called the archive.
Evolutionary algorithms are a natural fit for multi-objective optimisation, as they are already population based. Genetic algorithms in particular have enjoyed popularity (Deb & Kalyanmoy, 2001). Recent work in Particle Swarm Optimisation has rekindled interest in using it for multi-objective optimisation.

3.6.1 Application

As an example of the results obtainable using multi-objective optimisation, the MOPSO-CD (Multi-Objective Particle Swarm Optimisation with Crowding Distance) algorithm proposed by Raquel & Naval (2005) was used to fit a first-order response prototype to input signals. The algorithm is a modification of Particle Swarm Optimisation that adds an archive of non-dominated solutions and uses a crowding distance measure to prevent many similar Pareto optimal solutions from being retained in the archive.

A problem description based on a prototypical first order response was used in this study. Figure 3 shows the prototype function.

Our goal is to find a sequence of prototypes that fits the sequence of events. We wish to fit the entire data set, so the first and last times are to coincide with the first and last times in the data set. Therefore, given that we are fitting $N$ prototypes, we seek to find $N - 1$ transition times and $N$ parameter value sets.

A few key decisions were made to ease optimisation. Firstly, a linear term was added to the exponential response to ensure that the prototype interpolates through the initial $(x_{i-1}, y_{i-1})$ and final $(x_i, y_i)$ points. This did not add any parameters to the description. The predicted value for the prototype at a given time $t$ is shown in equation 5:

$$y_p = y_{i-1} + y_i \left( 1 - \frac{\Delta t/\tau_i}{\text{exponential}} + \frac{\Delta t}{\text{linear}} e^{\Delta t/\tau_i} \right)$$ (5)

Fig. 3. First order response prototype definition. $\Delta t$ and $\Delta t_i$ are the times of the interpolation time and end point time relative to the prototype start.
Secondly, the optimisation parameters were chosen to reduce coupling in the problem parameters by using absolute times for each starting point and constraining these times to be sequential rather than time differences constrained to be positive. This reduced the effect of any one starting point on the error produced by the remaining fit functions.

3.6.2 Objective functions
Two objectives were defined: the RMS error of the fit over all the prototypes and the “complexity” of the fit, which was calculated as

\[ c = \sum_{i} \frac{1}{\tau_i} \]  

This complexity measure works due to the addition of the linear correction term, which dominates for large \( \tau \), meaning that as \( \tau \) increases, one sees more of the linear behaviour and less of the exponential. Therefore, larger \( c \) corresponds to greater curvature of the fitting prototypes.

3.6.3 Prototype to event mapping
Each sequence of prototypes identified was mapped back to a sequence of event types by using the following heuristics:

- If the difference between the start and end values is less than a cut-off value \( \epsilon_c \), the prototype is taken to represent a constant event.
- If the time constant is larger than a cut-off time constant \( \tau_c \), it is taken as a ramp.
- If neither of these holds, the prototype is a first order response.

The values of \( \epsilon_c \) and \( \tau_c \) are problem-dependant and should be chosen to represent an insignificant change in \( y \) and a large time constant (in the chosen time units) respectively.

3.6.4 Results
To illustrate the type of result that is obtained using the technique, we show the results on a signal consisting of 6 events, attempting to fit 4 events. Figure 4 shows the evolution of the Pareto front in terms of fit complexity and RMS error for different numbers of iterations. It should be noted that, although the front seems to be converging, population based multi-objective optimisation algorithms can not guarantee convergence with a finite archive. This is due to the pruning that must inevitably be done when the archive is full. Figure 4 does, however, show that the front has not receded.

3.7 Optimisation with variable numbers of events
The optimisation methods discussed so far have a significant disadvantage: it is not possible for them to choose the “optimal” number of segments as one of the design variables, as their design space needs to have constant dimension. It is, however, possible to use genetic algorithms (GAs) for this purpose, by using a crossover operator allowing varying chromosome lengths. One such operator is the simple “cut and splice” operator, which chooses a crossover point on the chromosome of each parent independently before exchanging material. The application of multi-objective GAs with varying chromosome lengths may yield the first fully-automated optimisation for fitting events, as it allows the number of events to be included in the objective set.

Finding the Pareto-optimal set of fits in this way will enable much richer analysis of time series.
4. Estimating state transition probabilities

The most direct method of estimating the state transition probabilities of a Markov process is to count the number of transitions in an input signal. This strategy has some problems:

1. Certain transitions may not occur in the input signal, so that these transitions will never be simulated by the identified model.

2. Segmentation of the input signal may bias the event types or transitions – if a certain event is more often fit by the segmentation algorithm, that event will be over-represented in the transition matrix.

If transitions between some events are very rare, it may be advisable to introduce a small artificial probability into the matrix to ensure that the event has a chance of getting generated during the simulation. This is especially true if the repercussions of a certain event combination are significant.

Segmentation bias can be combated by generating a large unbiased test set and testing the segmentation algorithm on it. If a segmentation bias is detected, the transition probabilities can be modified to take these into account.

5. Conclusions

Markov processes provide a simple yet powerful method for generating realistic input sequences. The theory in this chapter should be enough for the interested reader to get started in this fascinating field and should enable simulation of a system with little additional reading required. The techniques for segmenting input signals and identifying model parameters are applicable to a broad range of fields and includes novel work on the employment of multi-objective optimisation to signal segmentation and estimation.
The most interesting future work suggested by this research is the use of variable-length multi-objective GAs to segment signals.
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